**StoryScape**

*stories without limits*

**Social**
Connect Create Share Remix
The StoryScape platform will allow users to connect with friends, create their own content, share with the community, and remix the works of others.

**Interactive**
Multi-Model Interaction
Touch, speak, move, and express your way through a story. StoryScape is being designed to allow for a rich set of interactions between the user and the story.

**Customizable**
Your World, Your Story
With StoryScape the story becomes a template. Change the characters, the scenery, import your favorite things. StoryScape will let your world be part of the story.

**Project Sodiio: Autism Technology**
StoryScape is the first major application being developed for the Sodiio platform. The goal of Sodiio is to create a technology platform to promote empowering technologies for the autism community. The goal of Sodiio is to empower diverse communities through the use of social networks, web-applications, and mobile devices.
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**Informative**
StoryScape will allow users to collect story interaction data. Stories with learning goals will be able to determine if the reader is reaching their goals, where they are struggling, where they are succeeding, and what makes a difference.
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